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ABSTRACT

Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) as agents of
development have re~eived a gre~t deal of ~ttention and

recognition from several avenues. Their importance is mainly

based on the observation that they use "people-center~d"

approaches or grass-roots oriented strategies for development

which enable people to participate in efforts geared toward.s the

attainment of their basic needs.

In spite of the attention that NGOs receive, there is very

little empirical knowledge about their activities anywhere in the

world, Kenya included. Their role and actual contributions to

local development has not been properly documented, let alone

thoroughly analysed. In Kenya, their actual numbers is not even

well known. In short, there has been lack of reliable data on

the extent, location and exaet aetivi ties of NGOs. This then

logically calls for a close analysis of their activities lest the

expectations placed on them be misguided. This study therefore,

is an attempt to examine the role of NGOs in one district, Meru,

in Kenya.

The focus of the study is the roie of NGOs in local capacity

creation or the extent to which they strengthen people's capacity

for sustainable local development. In this study, local capacity

creation is takeri to mean the bu i Ldinc and st reno then i no of

abilities of the people to solve their own problems and initiate

actions for the ir own benef it and take control over their own

destinies. Local capacity creation furth~r ·entails strengthening
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people's awareness, qrowth of confidence and

consciousness-raising through participation of people in

development projects or processes. Training is obviously an

important aspect of local capacity creation.

In order to generate adequate knowl edge of the issues

raised, the study adopted several methods of data collection.

Primary data was gathered through interviews using a

structured questionnarie. The respondents included both

project leaders and ordinary bone f i ct ar t es . A lot more was

abstracted from interactions and conversations with the NGOs

and projects officials, in addition to participatory

observation. Secondary data was obtained from evaluation

reports of some of the projects, which were sampled from the

lists provided by the NGOs.

The study has found that NGOs' projects beneficiaries are

involved in the projects mainly through their resource

contr ibut ions. The ir part'4,cipat ion has been found to have some
~.. ~.

bearing or positive relatfo~hip with creation of local

capacity, although part f c ipat iort.. alone is not the utmost
.:'"

factor in the. creation of local capacity. The survey data has

also shown that NGOs are making considerable contributions in

training and educating their project berie f ic t-a ries , although

results in this area would be enormous if NGOs entered into

partnership with other development agencies in training and
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educating their beneficiaries at the9r~i~roots. Existing local

institutions are noted to be providing:~.pp.ropria.te entry points

for NGOs interventions at the grassroots. Conclusions,

recommendationG and ~ssues for further research ~m~nating from

this study are numerous. The study notes that NGOs programmes

should be centered around long-term and sustainable development

even when relief and welafare activities unde r t ak en .

The need for creating an ena.bling environment for NGOs

operations has also been underscored. A country-wide study OD

various issues of NGOs contributions is also called for in order

to generate more knowledge about NGOs in Kenya.
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